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rector's MessageDi

It has been quite the year here at The University of
Oklahoma Biological Station (UOBS), and 2007 will be best
remembered for the "great flood" that inundated Lake
Texoma during the summer. Water was lapping within inches

of building C. The high water covered the main road up to

seven feet in spots, knocked out our internet and land-line
phones for nearly 5 weeks, compromised our septic system,
and finally forced us to cancel the 2007 August Sunnner Ses-
sion. This was the first Summer Session cancellation since
the flood of 19901 However, the fantastic job that Richard
Page and Donna Cobb and their crew did to manage the op-

//~tion of the station during this tumultuous time is to be
~ commended (See page five of this issue of Field Notes for

some flood photographs taken by Donna.) Weare hoping for

a more "normal" year for 2008 and are

looking forward to it

This year also marked the 4th biennial
Friends of UOBS (FUOBS) Celebra-

tion, which was held the weekend of
October 19-21,2007. The station wel-

comed over 70 friends and alums to the

weekend festivities, which were high-

lighted by our very special guest,
world-renowned author, illustrator and
ornithologist-naturalist, David Allen
Sibley. David presented a talk about ;!iU~JIVERSITY OF OKLAHOt~A

"Birds and Bird Guides" on Saturday B/OLOG ICAl STATION

afternoon and he also led two early
morning bird tours on Saturday and
Sunday morning, with proceeds from both the talk and tours

benefiting the FUOBS Endowed Scholarship Fund The

FUOBS Celebration was capped off by our reserve fund auc-

tion to benefit the Scholarship Fund. We had a record auction

which raised over $7,000 towards this fund.

As for other station news... Tammie Cluck. a long time mem-
ber of the UOBS facilities staff. left us in the spring to pursue
other professional and family matters (i.e. grandkids). In ad-
dition. Dr. James Larson and his wife Amy, who arrived in
November 2006 to take up the UOBS postdoctoral fellow

position, departed UOBS in July for their native Kansas.
James accepted a permanent position with the Kansas Depart-
ment of Wildlife and Parks as an aquatic biologist. They also
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welcomed their first child (Alton James) in late August. We

wish James, Amy, and Alton well in their new life together. A

national/international search is currently Wlderway for James's
successor. The Station also welcomed in April Dr. Dagmar
Frisch (DonAna Biological Station. Spain) as a European Union

(EU) Marie Curie Postdoctoral Fellow. Dagmar (accompanied

by her husband, Heinrich), will spend two years in my lab at

UOBS, as we work together studying the ecology and genetics

of the exotic sub-tropical invasive zooplankter, Daphnia lum-
holtzi.

Other news includes Dr. Dave Hambright receiving additional
fwlding (approx. $1.8 million) for the next 5 years from the

Oklahoma Department of Wildlife Conservation (ODWC) to

continue his lab's work on tIle iuvasive
golden algae, Prynmesium parvum, in
Lake Texoma. This award represents the
single largest research award ever based at
UOBS. Further, Dr. Gary Wellborn re-

ceived a $300,000 (3-year) award from the

National Science Foundation (NSF) to

continue funding his research group in
their study of the mechanisms involved in
ecological speciation. using his model
system the amphipod Hyallela azteca
complex. Congratulations to both Dave
and Gary for this tremendous funding suc-
cess!

Further, we had a very active group of
graduate and undergraduate research students at the station this
year. We welcomed Carrie Miller, a new Ph.D. student in

Dave Hambright's lab. Also, we had two Summer Graduate

Research Fellows, John White and Jeff Wesner, who were

funded through the generous support of the Loren G. Hill Fund

and the Kim and Nancy Hauger Graduate Fellowship Fund.
Finally, I want to thank the dedicated UOBS staff for their hard
work in helping us "survive" 20071 We're looking forward to
2008!

Best wishes to all!

Larry Weider-Director
The University of Oklahoma Biological Station (VOBS)





The ecological genetics of the water flea Daphnia /umho/tz;, an
invasive zooplankton species in Lake Texoma

Contributed by Dagmar Frisch, European Union Marie Curie Postdoctoral Fellow

In April 2007, I became a resident researcher at the University
of Oklahoma Biological Station to start my postOOctoral fellowship with

Dr. Lawrence J. Weider. I was awarded a 3-year tellowship by the Euro-

pean lJnion (Marie Curie Outgoing International Fellowship) which al-
lows me to cany out my research project on the evolutionary genetics of

exotic, invasive zooplankton species until April2~ at the UOBS, and

thereafter for another year at the Biological Station ofDoftana in Seville,
Spain. I received my PhD in Berlin, Germany in 2000, and have since

worked at the University of Mississippi in Oxford, MS and the DoDana

Biological Station in Sevilla, Spain.

My CUlTent research topic is the evolutionary genetics of inva-

sive species. In this collaboration with Dr. Larry Weider we are using a

zooplankton species as a model organism that has invaded freshwater

habitats outside its original geographical and environmental ranges. Bio-

logical invasions of exotic species have bec<Xne an increasing concern for

native ecosystems of which aquatic habitats are considered to be most
affected. In economic terms, damages caused by invasive species have
been estimated at over $138 billion per yearin the USA alone. One of the

major concerns ufbiological invasions is that exotic species have the

potential to displace similar native species and thereby might generally
change the structure of the food web. In order to predict future invasions
and to develop successful conservation and management strategies, it is
crucial to learn more about the biological mechanisms that enable species
to invade new habitat ranges.

Invasive success of species has traditionally been associated
with various organismal properties, e.g. fast reproduction, good competi-

tive ability and predation resistance. Another imP<X1ant property com-

monly encountered in invasive species is their ability to cope with envi-

ronmental properties profoundly different from those of the habitat of

origin. This is frequently explained by broad physiological tolerance

within individual animals, but recent studies suggest that microevolution-
ary processes, e.g. fast adaptation to new environmental conditions at the
population level, might be important in facilitating invasive success.

The aim of our study is to explore the microevolutionary

mechanisms involved in facilitating rapid spread of invasive species into

new habitats using the water flea Daphnia himholtzi as a model Water

fleas are planktonic crustaceans of small size (m~tly between 1 and 4

nun) that fonn a crucial link in the food web between the microalgae and

secondary consumers, such as fish and larger invertebrates like insect

larvae. The water flea Daphnia lumholtzi has a native range that includes
portions of subtropical Africa, S.E. Asia and Australia, from which it
dispersed to the United States. Since its introduction in a Texas reservoir

in the late 1980s, most likely by stocking fish fr<Xn African lakes, it has

invaded more than 120 reservoirs in the mid-west and arid western states.

It is now frequently found in aquatic habitats of the southwestern USA

and is currently moving both further north and south with recent inva-

sions to the Laurentian Great Lakes of North America and into Brazil A

high temperature optimum (20 -25°C) was thought to preclude this spe-

cies from invading cooler lakes in the northern USA. However, its persis-

tence throughout the winter in some Missouri populations, suggests its

adaptation to cooler temperatures. Daphnia lumholtzi bas been present in

Lake Texoma, Oklahoma since 1991. This mesotrophic reservoir located

on the bordeJ" of Oklahoma and Texas impounds the Red and the Washita

Rivers. The Red River is approximately twice as saline as the Washita

River, creating a strong horizontal salinity gradient in the lake, in addition

to a salimty increase and temperature decrease in the deeper layers d\uing

summer stratification. Due to these environmental properties Lake
TeXO1Da provides an ideal system for the study of the ecological genetics
of this species in relation to physico-chemical factors.

For om studies we use a combined approach that includes data
collected in the field and experimental studies perfonned under controlled

conditions in the laboratory. The population of Daphnia lumholtzi in Lake
Texoma has been sampled since 2005 at five locations which include

shallow and deep sites. During the sampling trips we collect live animals

to set up cultures of single clones for experimental work. Clones, i.e.

genetically identical individuals, are relatively easy to obtain in water
fleas. The main reproductive mode of these animals is parthenogenetic,

which means they can produce offspring from Wlfertilized eggs and thus

produce individuals that are genetically identical to their mothers.

Other sampled individuals are used to analyze the genetic struc-

ture of the population throughout the lake. The distribution of genotypes

in the lake appears to be related to temperature with certain genotypes

being IJK>re prevalent dw'ing the summer months at high temperatures,
whereas other genotypes show an inverse relationship to temperature. To
compliment the field data, survival experiments at different temperatures

(22°C, 32°C) and salim ties were perfonned

Juvenile individuals of the two main genotypes were subjected

to the respective conditions for 24 hours after which the number of live

animals was recorded. The lab experiments support our field observations
of differential success of genotypes under different temperatures.

We interpret our data to mean that temperature plays a signifi-
cant role in influencing genetic variation in D. lumholtzi, which may con-
tribute to the species' successful invasion in the U.S. Additional

(untested) factors could also playa role in influencing genetic variability
in this species, (e.g. turbidity, predator defenses). The D. lumhollZi inva-

sion bas the potential to disrupt native planktonic community structure,
which could largely affect the entire food web of the lake. Our future

studies are aimed at revealing more details of the ecological genetics of

D. /umholtzi in both Lake Texoma and other lakes in the US.



Station Celebrat

The Station Celebration held on 19-21 October 2007 was a fine
event enjoyed thoroughly by the 70+ friends and alums who at-

tended. The birding with David Sibley and his excellent Saturday
presentation were described as superb. Old friendships were so-

lidified and new ones formed. Among the images on this page you

may note one with three generations of Carpenters! Friends from

many different decades of UOBS history were represented. Busi-
ness was conducted and a new Executive Committee approved. Of

course, one of the primary purposes of the event was to provide

support for present. and future students of the Biological Station
through fundraising (the auction was a great success) and other
FUOBS activities. This was admirably accomplished. Hopefully,

even more can experience the next Station Celebration!

20071 Octoberion, 19-2
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Dr. Larry Weider noted in his Director's Message the flooding

due to rising lake levels during the summer of 2007. Here are
some photographs taken during that time by Donna Cobb. She

showed many others at the Station Celebration.
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from Bruce Stewart who was first at the Station in the summer of 1973, and again during the
summers Of 1 aooUt 1992. He experienced the Station as an undergraduate, graduate student, and professor. Profes-

sor Stewart currently teaches at Murray State College in Tishomingo, OK where he has been for the past 25 years.

. The Biological Station was a thrilling adventure for a young undergraduate from East Central State College in 1973. I was in awe of

the professors, the graduate students, and the atmosphere in general. I remember one night we were studying for one of Dr. How-

ard McCarley's notorious natural history practical exams. It was on mammals. Quietly, Dr. Charles Carpenter appeared from his

classroom next door. He overheard us moaning about how hard it was to identify all the mammals by skulls only. Dr. Carpenter told

us to place skulls in his hands behind his back. He identified every single skull we handed him! Today, when my human anatomy

students complain about the difficulty of identifying individual human bones, I turn my back to them and say, "Hand me any bone

behind my back." One after tile other, I name those bones! Thanks, Dr. Carpenter, for this bit of teaching wisdom!

The 4th of July was a great time of fun and celebration at tile Station through the summers of the 1980's. There were turtle races,
kids' games, and adult games. There were great volleyball tournaments with Oklahoma (led by Captain Carpenter) against Texas
(led by Captain Clark Hubbs). One year we had a sanctioned d1icken flying contest! Ead1 professor launched a chicken, and the

kids were the "chicken colledors." All the classes were "required" by Dr. Loren Hill to develop a biology theme skit that was pre-

sented in the cafeteria for everyone, including many visitors, to see. There were pollinating bees, mard1ing entomologists, spawning
fishes, singing and courting birds, and all manner of educational stories about them! No Oscars, but delightful and educating enter-

tainment! Then it was back to hard ~rk since each class required individual research projects, and time was running out..

The great memories are countless, and I have a treasure trove of photographs to remind me. In 1973, I met a high school botany

teacher, Freeman Thomas, from Arkansas. Freeman sang and played beautiful folk music and took Dr. McCarley and me to visit

Jimmy and Cleta Driftwood in Timbo, Arkansas one weekend. Mr. Drift\&,ood was the author of such songs as The Battle of New

Orleans. I remernber the infamous "Red Truck" used to cart wind-blown students on field trips. Some field trips changed my life...

Dr. McCarley's nocturnal trip to the swamps of the Little River Bottom, for example. I later took UOBS field zoology students to the

same exact place and heard them whispering, "' think he wants us to follow him'" We found and heard nine species of chorusing

anurans that night (along with a number of western cottonmouths!). And there was humor, such as the time Dr. Bill Matthews had to
take us to the carwash to dean the fish ecology class after an incredibly muddy seining experience! The Station was inhabited by a
diversity of people from so many places, cultures, backgrounds and research interests. I remember students working incredibly hard
for extremely demanding courses. However, learning did not just occur in the classroom. It was an a 24-hour a day learning environ-
ment. I remain a better teacher and person today because of the influences of so many at the Station through the years. It had a
family atmosphere, through good times and sometimes difficult times. I so desire that the programs at UOBS continue to provide
such experiences to our present and future students. The world is better off for it!

.
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Floods 2007d Rising!



The Friends of the University of Oklahoma Biological Station
(FUOBS) was established under the umbrella of the University of

Oklahoma Alumni Association. The purpose of this organization is to

promote and support the Biological Station and to promote connec-
tion with its friends and alumni. Any person who is a current or for-

mer student, faculty, staff member or friend of the Biological Station

may become a member by request.

UOBS 2008 SUMMER SESSION SCHEDULE
SESSIONI~ 18-31M3 2008

,:,.y

Field Studies of Non-Flowerina Plants Molecular Techniaues for Field Bioloay
(BOT 4990/5990 Sec. 050,3 credit hours) (ZOO 4353/5353 Sec. 100, 3 credit hours)

Adam Ryburn, State Univ. of NY at Oneonta James Thompson, The Univ. of Oklahoma

Bird Ecoloav Ron Woodruff, Bowling Green State Univ.
(ZOO 4970/5970 Sec. 050, 3 credit hours) Senior CaDstone - Evolutionary Medicine
Terry Maxwe", Angelo State Univ. (ZOO 4983 Sec. 100,3 credit hours)
Wetlands Ecoloay Ingo Schlupp, The Univ. of Ok/ahoma
(ZOO 4970/5970 Sec. 051, 3 credit hours)
Wetlands Science and Management
(ES 5273, Sec. 050, 3 credit hours)

Robert Nairn, The Univ. of Ok/ahoma

Field Botany Introduction to Stream Ecoloav
(BOT 4990/5990 Sec. 051, 3 credit hours) (ZOO 4970/5970 Sec. 054, 3 credit hours)

Bruce Smith, The Univ. of Ok/ahoma William Stark, Fort Hays State Univ.

Adam Ryburn, State Univ. of NY at Oneonta. Senior CaDstone-Multi-scale PersDec-

Field HerDetoloav tives on Global Environmental Chanae

(ZOO 4970/Z00 5970 Sec. 052, 3 credit hours) {ZOO 4983 Sec. 200, 3 credit hours)
Geoff Carpenter, The Univ. of Oklahoma Lawrence Weider, The Univ. of Ok/ahoma

Field Mammaloav
(ZOO 4970/5970 Sec. 053, 3 credit hours)
Michael Kennedy, The Univ. of Memphis

JANE BARRETr
INCOMING CHAIRPERSON OF FOUBS

HAVING FUN AT THE STATION
CELEBRATION 2007


